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Abstract—The Component Based Software Development
(CBSD) approach is becoming the trend for software development
which is based on developing the software from existing
components instead of developing software from scratch
everytime. Measuring software complexity is an important aspect
during software development. Because software complexity is an
important determinant of software development effort, testing
effort , cost, maintainability etc. Researchers have proposed a
wide range of complexity metrics for software systems . But the
traditional software product and process metrics are neither
suitable nor sufficient in measuring the Component and
Component Based Software (CBS) complexity. So CBSD provides
one of the central problems in measuring component and CBS
complexity. Measuring component complexity plays an important
role in determining the complexity of CBS system. Because
component complexity affects the complexity of whole CBS .
Component complexity affects integration and testing effort, cost,
maintainability of CBS system . But now a days black box
components are being used during CBSD and most of the time
source code is not available which creates difficulty in measuring
component complexity. In this paper a metric has been proposed
for determining the black box component complexity. The
proposed metric measures component complexity on the basis of
component interface specification and use the concept of assigned
weights.
Index Terms— Black Box Component, CBSD, CBS system ,
component complexity, complexity metrics, traditional software
product and process metrics.

I. INTRODUCTION
The Component Based Software Development(CBSD)
approach
is increasingly being adopted for software
development. This approach uses reusable components as
building blocks for constructing software systems. CBSD
provides advantages like reduced development time, cost and
effort, increased quality along with many others. These
advantages are mainly provided by the reuse of already
built-in software components. The following Fig.1 shows the
technique for developing software from existing components.
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Fig .1 Component based Software development technique
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But it is neccessary to measure the software complexity in
each software development approach because software
complexity affects software development effort,cost,
testability,maintainability etc. So many metrics have been
proposed for measuring software complexity. But traditional
software product and process metrics are not sufficent for
measuring the component and Component Based Software
(CBS) complexity. So CBSD provides one of the central
problems in measuring component and CBS complexity.
Measuring component complexity plays an important role in
determining CBS system complexity. Because component
complexity affects the complexity of whole CBS system .The
component complexity is an important factor affecting the
integration
complexity,
understandability,testability,
maintainability etc of CBS system . But now a days black box
components are being provided by component vendors for
reuse and most of the time source code is not provided with
components which creates difficulty in measuring component
complexity. In this paper a complexity metric for black box
component, CCM(BB) , has been proposed. The proposed
metric is based on the component interface specification and
use the concept of assigned weights.
The CBS system complexity is mainly calculated on the
basis of it’s components complexity . Thus by measuring the
component complexity and selecting the less complex
component during the component selection, the whole
complexity of CBS system can be reduced. Like complex
components will increase the integration effort( glue code
complexity) ,testing effort and maintenance effort etc
II. BRIEF DISCUSSION OF SOME EXISTING
METRICS
In this section some existing object oriented metrics and
component integration metrics have been discussed.
A. Object Oriented Metrics
There are many object oriented metrics that can be used to
measure the component based software complexity. Some
object oriented metrics have been discussed below :
Metric 1: Weighted Methods Per Class (WMC)
This metric gives the combined complexity of local methods
in a given class. The greater value of this metric shows more
complexity, increase in testing effort and decrease in
understandability.
Metric 2: Depth of Inheritance (DIT)
This metric is for class . It gives maximum length from the
class node to root. More length means more complexity.
Metric 3: Response For Class (RFC)
The RFC metric gives the number of methods that can
execute in response to a message sent to an object with in this
class ,using to one level of nesting.
Metric 4: Coupling Between Objects (CBO)
For a given class, this metric
measures the number of other
classes to which the class is
coupled. High value of this metric
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shows the poor design, difficulty in understanding, decrease
in reuse and increase in maintenance effort.
Metric 5: Lack of Cohesion Method (LCOM)
The cohesion of a class is characterized by how closely the
local methods are related to the local instance variables in the
class. LCOM is defined as the number of disjoint sets of local
methods. High value of this metric shows good class
subdivision.
Metric 6: Number of Children (NOC)
This metric is based on a node (class) of inheritance tree. It
gives the number of immediate successors of the class. High
value of this metric shows more reuse, poor design and
increase in testing effort.
Metric 7: Lines of Code (LOC)
This metric is based on the size of methods. It gives measure
of physical lines , statements , and/or comments. High value
of this metric shows more complexity .
Metric 8: Cyclomatic Complexity (CC)
This metric measures the complexity of methods. It gives the
measure of independent algorithmic test paths. More
independent paths means more testing effrot.
B. Metrics for the Integration of Software Components
a) Metric 1: Component Packing Density (CPD)
The CPD metric measures the component constituents to the
number of integrated components. This metric is used to
identify the density of integrated components. Thus, a higher
density represents a higher complexity.
#< Constituent>
CPD< constituent_type> =
# Components
Where #<Constituent> is the number of lines of code,
operations, classes, and/or modules in the related
components.
b) Metric 2: Component Interaction Density (CID)
The CID metric measures the ratio of actual number of
interactions to the available number of interactions in a
component.
#I
CID =
# Imax
Where #I and #Imax represents the number of actual
interactions and maximum available interactions respectively
. If one component provides interface and another
components use it or if one component submits an event and
another component receive it, then it is called an interaction.
When the density of interaction increases, complexity
increases.
Metric 3: Component sIncoming Interaction Density
(CIID)
The CIID metric measures the ratio of actual number of
incoming interactions to the maximum available incoming
interactions in a component.
# Iin
CIID =
# Imax_in
Where # Iin and # Imax_in represents the actual number of
incoming interactions and maximum number of incoming
interactions available in a component respectively . The
incoming interaction may be defined as a received interface

that is required in a component or a received event that arrives
at a component. High density shows that a particular
component requires so many interfaces.
Metric 4: Component Outgoing Interaction Density
(COID)
The COID metric measures the ratio of actual number of
outgoing interactions to the maximum number of outgoing
interactions available in a component.
# Iout
COID =
# Imax_out
Where # Iout and # Imax_out represents the actual number of
outgoing interactions used and maximum number of
outgoing interactions available in a component respectively.
The outgoing interaction may be defined as any provided
interface used or a source of event consumed.
Metric 5: Component Average Interaction Density
(CAID)
The CAID metric is a sum of interaction densities for each
component divided by the number of components in software
system .
i=n
CIDn
CAID = ∑
i=1
# components
Where, ∑n CIDn represents the sum of interaction densities
for components 1...n and # components represents the number
of existing components in the software system.
c) Criticality Metrics
Metric 6: Link Criticality Metric (CRITlink)
The CRITlink metric is defined as the number of components
which have links more than a threshold value.
CRITlink = # linkcomponents
Where # linkcomponents represents
the number of
components, with their links more than a critical value. The
threshold is considered as 8 links. The links are created from
the facets of other components. If facets increase, criticality
of that component increases.
Metric 7: Bridge Criticality Metric (CRITbridge)
The CRITbridge metric is defined as the number of bridge
components in a component assembly.
CRITbridge = # bridge_component
Where # bridge_component represents the number of bridge
components . A bridge component may be defined as a
component which links two or more components/ application.
If there is a defect in bridge, the entire application might
malfunction. More number of bridge components result in
more chances of failure. All the links provided by a bridge
component are assigned a similar weight in order to show that
they belong to the same bridge component.
Metric
8:
Inheritance
Criticality
Metric
(CRITinheritance)
The CRITinheritance metric is defined as the number of
components, which become root or base for other inherited
components.
CRITinheritance = # root _ component
Where # root_component represents the number of root
components which has inheritance. It is the number of
components which act as a parent/root/base for other
components .
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Interface complexity is defined as sum of complexity of the
Metric 9: Size Criticality Metric (CRITsize)
The CRITsize metric is defined as below :
interface methods of the class. Third element is Coupling
CRITsize = # size_component
Factor that tells rate of coupling of the methods in the
Where # size_component represents the number of component. Fourth element is cyclometric complexity of the
components which exceed a given critical size value. The size methods of the component.
is determined by considering the factors like LOC, number of
But in the case of black box components most of the times
classes, operations and modules in the application. source code is not available so it is very difficult to guess or
Narasimhan and Hendradjaya defined the threshold value as
find the variables and it is also not possible to find the
1000 lines of code or 50 classes. So, the value for this metric cyclometric complexity of methods in absence of source
is given as 1 if it exceeds the threshold value.
code. Thus the metric proposed in this paper includes the
Metric 10: # Criticality Metric
concepts of interface methods complexity and coupling
The #Criticality Metric (CRITall) is defined as the sum of all complexity between the components ,which can be
critical metrics.
determined on the basis of component specification. Thus the
CRITall = CRITlink + CRITbridge + CRITinheritance +
black box component complexity may be defined as the sum
CRITsize
of interface methods complexity and coupling complexity.
d) Triangular Metrics
The CCM(BB) metric has been defined to determine the
Component Packing Density (CPD) , Component Average overall complexity of a black box component.
Interaction Density (CAID), Component Criticality (CRITall)
A. Determining the Interface Method Complexity
metrics are considered as 3 axes which can be further
In this section a metric for determining the complexity of
modified as 2 axes diagrams with CPD and CAID. For
different values varying as high and low for the 2 axes, interface methods has been defined. High interface methods
different cases are considered as the behaviors vary for complexity shows more complexity of component.
The interface methods can be divided in the following
different systems based on real time, business type etc.
categories:
e) Dynamic Metrics
These are the metrics collected during the execution time. These Interface methods having no return value and no
are not available during the design phase as they are collected parameters.
dynamically. These metrics are used for maintenance purposes.  Interface methods having return value but no parameters .
 Interface methods having no return value but having
parameters.
III. LIMITATIONS OF EXISTING METRICS
methods having return value as well as
The existing metrics have some limitations like most of the  Interface
parameters.
existing metrics are applicable to small programs or
The complexity of the interface methods can be measured on
components, while the objective of having metrics is to test
the
basis of data types of return value and parameters, and on
the behaviour and reliability of the components when placed
the
basis
of number of parameters. On the basis of data type of
in a large system. Some metrics rely on parameters that could
return
value
and parameters, and by considering the number of
never be measured or are too difficult to measure in practice.
parameters
in
a method some weights will be assigned to the
Like in case of black box components internal structure may
interface
method.
not be available . So there is a need of complexity metric for
The data types can be divided in the following categories:
black box components because a number of existing metrics

Very simple includes integer,float,double,boolean etc.
can not be applied directly. In this paper a metric has been

Simple includes structure data types.
proposed which measures the complexity of a black box

Medium includes class type and object type.
component on the basis of component specification.
 Complex includes pointer and built in data types.
 Very complex includes user defined data types.
IV. PROPOSED WORK
The methods having no return value and no parameters has
In the case of black box components, most of the times
been considered as simple methods and their weight value
source code is not available. So the component consumer has
has been assumed .025. All other interface methods are
to rely on the component specification to predict its
assigned weight values depending on the count and data types
functionality. So the metric proposed in this paper is based on
of parameters, and on the basis of return value’s data type.
measuring the component complexity on the basis of
The following Table I represents the weight values assigned
component specification. This metric uses the different
to different categories of data types for parameters and return
weight values to represent the different complexity levels of
values.
components.
Thus a Interface Method Complexity Metric for Black Box
The component complexity closely depends on what
Component, IMCM(BB), has been defined as below:
contributes to develop components, as in [1]. Thus there are
IMCM(BB) = Wr + PCM(M)
four elements that affect the component complexity. First
Where
Wr represents the weight assigned to the category of
element is Variable Factor that tells complexity of the
return
value’s data type and PCM(M) is Parameters
variables defined in the component. The variables may
Complexity
Metric for Method which calculate the
consist of member variables of a class having scope for the
complexity
caused
by parameters.
entire class and the parameters, which are local to a particular
method. The second element is Interfaces ,which are the
access points of component, through which a component can
request a service declared in an interface of the service
providing component.
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medium, complex and very complex data type categories for
parameters of a method .

Parameters Complexity Metric for Method ,PCM(M),
has been defined as below:
PCM(M) = a*Wvs + b*Ws + c*Wm + d*Wc + e*Wvc

High value of IMCM(BB) shows decrease
understandability and increase in testing effort.

Where a,b,c,d,e represent counts and Wvs,Ws,Wm,Wc,Wvc
represent the assigned weights for very simple, simple,

in

Table I. Represents weight values assigned to different categories of data types for parameters and return values

Parameter
Very Simple
Type ,Return
Value Type

Assigned
Weight

.10

Simple

Medium

.20

.30

B. Determining the Coupling Complexity
Component coupling shows the degree of interaction
between the components. High coupling results in more
component complexity. It will create difficulty in
understanding the component behaviour, integrating the
component in system, testing the component functionality. A
component may interact with other components in order to
receive or provide some kind of data. The number of
components from which the component receives data(fan-in)
and the number of components to which the component
provides data(Fan-out), affect the component complexity
differently. Thus the component coupling complexity is the
sum of coupling complexity caused by fan-in components and
fan-out components.
There is one another problem, when a component is coupled
with other components then some kind of data is passed
between them . But in some cases there may be some
problems in exchange of data between them. It will further
increase the coupling complexity. Thus it will result in more
integration and testing effort.
For example, Suppose return value of one component’s
method is passed to the another component’s method as a
parameter to perform its task, but if their data types are
different then there will be data type incompatibility problem.
So the return value must be converted in the required form
before passing as a parameter to second component’s method(
i.e it needs adaption.). More number of incompatibilities and
incompatibilities between more complex data types result in
more integration complexity to connect the component with
other components to provide accurate functionality. The
following Table II shows the assigned weights for complexity
in handling the data type incompatibilities, between the
different categories of data types.

Complex

.40

Very Complex

.50

Thus the coupling complexity metric considers the number of
components from which the considered component is receiving
data(Fan-in), number of components to which the considered
component is providing data (fan out) , number of interactions
causing no incompatibility problem, the counts of different
types of data type incompatibilities between different data type
categories and the weights assigned for handling them.
Thus A Component Coupling Complexity Metric for
Black Box Component ,CCCM(BB), has been defined as
below:
The number of components from which the considered
component receives data(fan-in) and the number of
components to which the considered component provides
data(Fan-out), affect the component complexity differently.
Thus the component coupling complexity may be defined as
the sum of coupling complexity caused by fan-in components
and fan-out components as shown below:
CCCM(BB) = FICM(BB) + FOCM(BB)
Where FICM(BB) is Fan-in Complexity Metric which
measures the coupling complexity due to incoming data from
the other components and FOCM(BB) is Fan-out Complexity
Metric which measures the coupling complexity due to
outgoing data to other components.
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Table II. Weights assigned for complexity in handling the data type incompatibilities between the different categories of data
types
Actual Data Type
Converted
Type

Very Simple

Simple

Medium

Complex

Very Complex

Data

Very Simple
Simple

.20
.30

.30
.40

.40
.50

.50
.60

.60
.70

Medium
Complex

.40
.50

.50
.60

.60
.70

.70
.80

.80
.90

Very Complex

.60

.70

.80

.90

1.0

If the interaction has no data type incompatibility then we
have considered the assigned weight as .10 .
Steps to Calculate CCCM(BB)
Step 1 : Calculate FICM(BB)
Fan-in Complexity Metric for Black Box Component,
FICM(BB) = fin * [ Cn * .10 + (Count the different types of
data type incompatibilities need to be handled to receive the
data in the correct form and multiply the different counts with
their respective weights as shown in Table II and then add
them.) ]
Where fin is the number of components from which the
considered component is receiving data. High value of fin
shows that this component’s functionality may be affected by
many components . Cn represents the count of interactions
causing no incompatibility problem.
Step 2: Calculate FOCM(BB)
Fan-out Complexity Metric for Black Box Component,
FOCM(BB) = fout * [ Cn *.10+ (Count the different types of
data type incompatibilities need to be handled to provide the
data in the correct form and multiply the different counts with
their respective weights as shown in Table II and then add
them.)]
Where fout is the number of components to which the
considered component is providing data. High value of fout
shows that this component may affect the functionality of
many components . Cn represents the count of interactions
causing no incompatibility problem.
Step 3: Calculate CCCM(BB)
CCCM(BB) = FICM(BB) + FOCM(BB)
High coupling complexity shows that more integration and
testing effort is required. But it represents low
maintainability. Because coupling reduces the ease of
modification, e.g.,modifying a component affects all the
components to which the component is connected.
C. Determine Component Complexity Metric for Black
Box Component
Component Complexity Metric for Black Box Component,
CCM(BB), has been defined as below
i=n
CCM(BB) = CCCM(BB) + ∑ IMCM(BB)
i=1
Where n represents the number of methods defined in
component interface.



D. Advantages of CCM(BB) Metric
Easy to understand and use.
 No need of source code, it is based on component
specification only.
 Interface Method Complexity Metric provides the
estimation of testing effort and understandability. High
value of IMCM(BB) for all the interface methods shows
more testing effort and less understandability.
 Many coupling metrics consider only the number of
interactions to show the extent of coupling. But
CCCM(BB) not only considers the number of incoming
and outgoing interactions but it also considers the other
factors affecting coupling complexity like number of
components having impact on the considered
component(fin), number of components which may be
affected by considered component(fout), number of data
items being passed between components and how many
of them are creating data type incompatiblity problem.
Thus it provides more precise value of component
coupling complexity. This metric provides the good
indication of component integration and testing effort.
High coupling complexity means more integration amd
testing effort.
 CCM(BB) includes interface methods complexity and
coupling complexity. Thus it gives the overall
complexity of component.
V. CONCLUSION

Although the Component Based Software Development is
increasingly being adopted for software development. But
measuring the black box component complexity during
component selection is still a difficult task . Because most of
the component complexity measuring metrics are based on
source code of the component but in the case of black box
components most of the times source code is not provided by
the component vendors. So in this paper a component
complexity metric has been proposed which is based on
component interface specification. By using this metric we
can guess the component understandability, testability,
integration effort ( which is required to integrate this
component with other components) and overall component
complexity.
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Thus by measuring the component complexity during the
component selection for component based software
development and selecting a less complex component the
overall complexity of CBS can be reduced. This will help in
reducing the integration and testing effort, and increasing the
maintainability.
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